We give a hybrid algorithm for solving non-linear polynomial systems. It is based on a branch-and-prune algorithm, combined with classical numerical methods, symbolic methods and interval methods. For some kinds of problems, Gather-and-Sift method, a symbolic method proposed by L. Yang, was used to reduce the dependency of variables or occurrences of the same variable, then interval methods were used to isolate the real roots. Besides these, there are some intelligent judgments which can improve the system's efficiency significantly. The algorithm presented here works rather efficiently for some kinds of tests.
Introduction
In this paper, we address the problem of finding all solutions to polynomial systems, a fundamental and important problem in the research of real algebra from the viewpoint of algorithm research. This is an old problem and there have been some works concerning this issue. Several interesting methods have been proposed in the past for this task, including two fundamentally different methods: numerical methods [4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 15] and symbolic methods [1, 2, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] .
Classical numerical methods start from some approximate trial points and iterate. Thus, there is no way to guarantee correctness (i.e. finding all solutions) and to ensure termination. Interval methods can overcome these two shortcomings but tend to be slow.
Symbolic computation plays important role in applied mathematics, physics, engineering and other areas. But currently it is only possible to solve small examples, because of the inherent complexity of the problems in symbolic computation. Symbolic methods include Ritt-Wu method, Gröbner basis methods or resultant methods [3] , but all these methods are time consuming, especially when the number of variables > 10.
In order to improve the efficiency of the system, we propose an intelligent hybrid algorithm. Hybrid means we combine numerical methods, interval methods and symbolic methods. Intelligence means before using interval methods we will use our knowledge to tight the starting box, or use classical numerical methods to approximate the root directly once we can ensure that only one root exists.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Gather-and-Sift algorithm and some improvements are presented in section 2. Section 3 devotes to univariate and multivariate interval Newton methods. Section 4 presents some of improvements made in our method in order to improve the efficiency. Some examples and their results are given in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.
In this paper, boldface (e.g. x, y ) will denote intervals, lower case (e.g. x, y) will denote scalar quantities, and upper case (e.g. A, B) will denote vectors or matrices, bold upper case (e.g. A, B) will denote interval vectors ( or boxes). Brackets "[ ]" will delimit intervals. Underscores x will denote lower bounds of intervals and overscoresx will denote upper bounds of intervals. The set of real intervals will be denoted by IR.
Gather-and-Sift Algorithm
Gather-and-Sift algorithm [23, 24] , which was proposed by L. Yang et al. in 1995, is a very efficient method in solving nonlinear algebraic equation system both of parametric coefficients and of numeric coefficients. Gather means to construct some ascending chains whose zeros contain all the zeros of the original systems. Sift means to remove extra zeros from ascending chains such that only the required ones remain. GAS, a MAPLE program based on DIXON resultant, will be called before interval methods are used if the number of variables ≤ 4 in our system. The effect of this modification can be seen from Example 1. We will give a sketch of Gather-and-Sift method and modifications have been made, for details and further references about Gather-and-Sift see [13, 23, 24 ].
A Sketch of Gather-and-Sift
Given a system P S consisting of k polynomials in k indeterminates, Gather-and-Sift algorithm can be summarized as follows:
Step 1. Regarding x 1 as a parameter, construct a polynomial system DP S, which is the Dixon derived polynomial set of P S with respect to {x 2 , · · · , x k };
Step 2. Transform DP S into the following standard form (x 1 was regarded as a parameter):
e n + · · · + c 12 e 2 + c 11 e 1 = 0, q 2 = c 2n e n + · · · + c 22 e 2 + c 21 e 1 = 0, · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · q m = c mn e n + · · · + c m2 e 2 + c m1 e 1 = 0 (1) where e n , · · · , e 1 represent all the power products of x k , x k−1 , · · · , x 2 appeared in DP S sorted into a decreasing order according to a lexicographical order or a degree order;
Step 3. Do a fraction-free Gaussian elimination for the above system DP S, which is a linear equation system in e n , · · · , e 1 , then we have:
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · h 2 = b 22 e 2 + b 21 e 1 = 0,
, m; j = 1, 2, · · · , n). Now regard x 1 as a indeterminate, GP S will be written as follows:
The above three steps is called GPS algorithm, and a generic program for this algorithm written in Maple was called GPS program.
Step 4. Select k polynomials from GP S to form a triangular form T S in {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x k };
Step 5. Establish normal ascending chain ASC (or normal ascending chains ASC 1 , · · · , ASC l ) from the system T S resulting from last step;
Step 6. For every normal ascending chain ASC, do relatively simplicial decomposition w.r.t. P S by using WR method. This step can sift out the extra zeros.
Some Improvements on the Gather-and-Sift Method
From the above algorithm we can see that if a triangular form in k indeterminates cannot be found, the efficiency of the Gather-and-Sift method will be reduced greatly. The following two improvements have been made to increase the possibility of finding the triangular form.
Unknown-Order-Change. By calling GPS program, the output polynomial set GPS has great difference in form if the given sequence of the indeterminates is different. Sometimes, you even cannot find a triangular form in all variables from GPS directly. The possibility of finding the triangular form can be increased by Z. Liu's method, i.e., unknown-order-change. It can be described as follows: BEGIN FOR i FROM 1 TO n DO regard the ith arrange of the given indeterminates as the current sequence; regard the first element of current sequence as parameter and call GPS; select a triangular form TS in all indeterminates from GPS; IF such TS can be found THEN return TS ; END IF; ENDDO END Extension of The Polynomial Set. By experiments we also found such a fact: sometimes a triangular form TS cannot be found just because of shortage of polynomial in some indeterminates in GPS, but such a polynomial can easily be found in the original polynomial set.
Z. Liu proposed an extension of the polynomial set method to further increase the possibility of finding the triangular form. The method can be summarized briefly as: after running the GPS algorithm, add the original polynomial set P S into GPS and the result still be denoted by GPS, then try to select a triangular form in all indeterminates from GPS. If succeed, output the T S, otherwise try to use the next arrange of the indeterminates to redo the above steps.
Interval Newton Methods
Modern development of interval arithmetic began with R. E. Moore's dissertation in 1962. Since then thousands of research articles and numerous books have appeared on the subject. For details and further references about interval arithmetic, see [4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19] .
The classical Newton method does not mathematically guarantee to find all roots within a given domain. Computational result obtained by finite precision arithmetics may not be reliable both mathematically and computationally. To overcome these problems, extensive studies on interval Newton methods e.g. [8, 10, 12, 16, 17, 19] have been done.
Interval Newton methods combine the classical Newton method, the mean value theorem and interval analysis. These methods may be used both to discard root free subintervals, and to replace subintervals by smaller ones via a rapidly converging iteration scheme.
Univariate Interval Newton Methods
Suppose f : x = [x ,x] → R has a continuous first derivative on x , suppose that there exists x * ∈ x such that f (x * ) = 0, and suppose thatx ∈ x . Then, since the mean value theorem implies 0
From equation (4) we can get the univariate interval Newton operator :
It is well known that N (f, x ,x) has the following properties: 1. If x * ∈ x and f (x * ) = 0, then x * ∈ N (f, x ,x);
Multivariate Interval Newton Methods
Multivariate interval Newton methods are analogous to univariate ones, the iteration step is as follows:
where k=0,1,2,· · ·, F (X k ) is a suitable interval extension of the Jacobian matrix over the box X k (with X 0 = X ), and where X k ∈ X k represents a predictor or initial guess point.
Some Improvements Made in Our Method Besides Gather-and-Sift

Intelligence+Numerical Method+Interval Arithmetic
The classical numerical method's disadvantages include: incorrectness (i.e. finding all solutions) and unreliability. For some applications each variable's degree is one, which means that there is only one solution to the equation. So before use Interval Newton methods, first judge if the equation only has one solution by collecting the maximal degree of the variables appeared in the polynomial systems. If the maximal degree is equal to one, then we can use the following method to isolate the root. Because there is only one solution so the correctness can be guaranteed, while numerical reliability is obtained by using interval arithmetic. From Example 2, it can be seen that this intelligent method can greatly improve the system's performance.
Numerical Method+Interval Arithmetic
As we have realized that classical Newton method can be made more efficient if the initial value was chosen close to the root. This is also true to interval Newton methods. Until now, most people choose the midpoint of the interval as the initial value, for lots of tests, this will need many times of Interval Newton iteration. In our method, after knowing that there is a root in a certain interval, we will use an ordinary numerical method (e.g. classical Newton method, classical Quasi-Newton method ) to compute the approximation to the root, then use Interval Newton method to bound the error.
Examples and Results
In this section we report the performance of our method on some examples. All results were obtained by running our system on a PC (Pentium 566MHz CPU, 256Mb of main memory) with Maple 9.
Example 1. The system
can be found in many papers. Given initial interval vector [−10 8 , 10 8 ] 2 , tolerance ε = 10 −8 , the comparison results without and with calling GAS are given as follows: 1. Without calling GAS, the following two intervals are achieved after 0.641s: 
1 − x 2 = 0 Then do as without calling GAS, we will get the following result after another 0.100s, i. e., it will cost 0.110s totally to do the same task. Example 2. The following system is an examples given by Moore and Jones [6] . Without changing the tolerance, if the starting box was taken as [−10, 10] 10 , the traditional method (without intelligence) does not terminate after running 7200s. But by running the intelligent analyzing module in our method, we know that if this equation has root in the given interval it will only has one root. So we can use numerical method combined with interval method to get the result interval, it only costs 0.190s. Furthermore, if GAS is called firstly, it does not terminate after running 3600s.
From Example 1 and Example 2, we can get the following conclusion: Hybrid method without any consideration sometimes will not improve the systems's efficiency, contrarily, it may make the situation even worse. Example 3. This is another standard benchmark given by Moore and Jones [5] . 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have studied a hybrid method for isolating real solutions of polynomial systems. On the one hand, we use interval Newton methods in conjunction with bisection methods to overcome classical numerical methods' shortcomings; on the other hand, we use classical numerical methods to remedy interval methods' deficiency (i. e., slow). But there are also some problems deserve further study. 1. We use classical Quasi-Newton method, a superlinear convergence method, to approximate the root. Next, we can use some high-order convergence methods to further increase the efficiency of the algorithm.
2. It is computationally very expensive for polynomials with multiple occurrences of the same variables. Next, we will use more symbolic methods (e.g., Gröbner basis, Wu-method) to reduce the dependency of variables or occurrences of the same variables. But it is well known that all symbolic methods are time consuming (e.g., Example 2 ), so we must further study how to cooperate different methods and the extent of cooperation.
3. We will further study human knowledge which can be used in our method to increase the system's performance.
